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	Microsoft's Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) provides the foundation for building applications and high-quality user experiences for the Windows operating system. It blends the application user interface, documents, and media content, while exploiting the full power of your computer's operating system.


	Its functionality extends to the support for Tablet PCs and other forms of input device, and it provides a more modern imaging and printing pipeline, accessibility and UI automation infrastructure, data-driven UIs and visualization, and integration points for weaving the application experience into the Windows shell.


	This book shows you how WPF really works. It provides you with the no-nonsense, practical advice that you need in order to build high-quality WPF applications quickly and easily. After giving you a firm foundation, it goes on to explore the more advance aspects of WPF and how they relate to the others elements of the .NET 4.0 platform and associated technologies such as Silverlight.


	What you'll learn

	
		WPF basics: XAML, layout, control essentials, and data flow
	
		WPF applications: Navigation, commands, localization, and deployment
	
		Advanced controls: Custom controls, menus, toolbars, and trees
	
		WPF documents: Text layout, printing, and document packaging
	
		Graphics and multimedia: Drawing shapes, sound and video, animation, geometric transformations, and imaging



	Who is this book for?


	This book is designed for developers encountering WPF for the first time in their professional lives. A working knowledge of C# and the basic architecture of .NET is helpful to follow the examples easily, but all concepts will be explained from the ground up.
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Fundraising on eBayMcGraw-Hill, 2005
Connect with millions of new donors instantly
Looking for a new, fun, and effective way to raise funds? Now you can use the world’s largest online marketplace to raise both cash and awareness for your nonprofit or charitable cause with help from this invaluable how-to guide. Fundraising on eBay is filled with proven tips for...
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Modern Algebra: An IntroductionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Engineers and computer scientists who need a basic understanding of algebra will benefit from this accessible book. The sixth edition includes many carefully worked examples and proofs to guide them through abstract algebra successfully. It introduces the most important kinds of algebraic structures, and helps them improve their ability to...
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Introduction to Statistics Through Resampling Methods and Microsoft Office ExcelJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
INTENDED FOR CLASS USE OR SELF-STUDY, this text aspires to introduce statistical
methodology to a wide audience, simply and intuitively, through
resampling from the data at hand.

The resampling methods—permutations and the bootstrap—are easy to
learn and easy to apply. They require no mathematics beyond...
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Beginning OpenOffice 3: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2008
Office suites are one of the most popular types of software, and most computer users will, at some point, find themselves staring at the user interface of a word processor, spreadsheet, or presentation package. Traditionally, office suites have been quite expensive packages, but thanks to the generosity of Sun Microsystems and a massive community...
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Advanced Thermodynamics for EngineersButterworth-Heinemann, 1996
Particularly strong on worked examples.,Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers,

   Although the basic theories of thermodynamics are adequately covered by a number of existing texts, there is little literature that addresses more advanced topics. In this comprehensive work the author redresses this balance, drawing on his...
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The Java(TM) 3D API SpecificationAddison Wesley, 1997
The Java 3D API, an exciting new part of the JavaMedia suite of   APIs, enables the creation of three-dimensional graphics applications   and Internet-based 3D applets. It gives developers high-level   constructs for creating and manipulating 3D geometry and for building   the structures used in rendering that geometry.  With Java 3D,   developers...
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